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We show that the new type of "non-metric" gravity theories introduced independently by Bengtsson and Krasnov can in fact be reexpressed explicitely as a metrical theory coupled to an auxiliary field. We unravel why such theories possess only one propagating graviton by looking at the quadratic perturbation around a fixed solution. And we give a general construction principle with a new class of example of such modified gravity theories still possessing only two propagating degrees of freedom.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Plebanski formulation of general relativity is a very elegant reformulation of the Einstein action and Einstein equations for 4d gravity in terms of self dual component of the frame field and the corresponding self dual curvature [1] . In this formulation one starts from an SU(2) BF theory
where A i j is a SU(2) connection and B i an SU(2) valued 2-form field. In order to obtain the theory of gravity one just impose an additional "simplicity constraints" [2, 3, 4 ]
which in turns implies that F is the self dual part of the Riemann tensor associated with a metric reconstructed from the B field. This formulation has many spin-offs which are potentially essential for our understanding of quantum gravity. First, the hamiltonian analysis of such an action naturally leads to the formulation of the canonical theory in terms of the Ashtekar variables [5] . Moreover, this Plebanski formulation of gravity as a constraint BF theory opens the way toward a "spin foam" quantisation of gravity. See [6, 7] for a recent implementation of this program in the context of the SO(4) extension of Plebanski formulation [8, 9] . In a recent series of works K. Krasnov proposed to study an infinite class of theories which are natural deformation of the self dual Plebanski formulation of gravity [10, 11] . This class of theories is obtained by relaxing the simplicity constraints (2), as we will see more precisely in section IV. They are related to a class of theories studied earlier by I. Bengtsson [12, 13, 14] . What is remarkable is the fact that this proposal leads to modification of general relativity which however still contains only two degrees of freedom. This has been demonstrated in an Hamiltonian analysis [15, 16] . When the simplicity constraints are relaxed there seems to be no preferred metrical interpretation of the theory and for this reason this type of theories have been dubbed "non metric gravity".
What we show here is that these theories can in fact be understood as usual metrical theories. This is achieved in section III where we reformulate explicitely the SU(2) BF theory in terms of a gravity theory coupled to an auxiliary 3-dimensional matrix field of unit determinant. We see in section IV that the modified theories of Bengtsson-Krasnov just amount in this language to chose an arbitrary potential for the auxiliary field. If one integrate out the matrix field they can be recast as a purely metrical theory which possess a non local action. From this perspective it is even more surprising that such complicated metrical theories have only two degrees of freedom. In order to understand what is happening we study the small metric fluctuation and shows in section V that after a non local field redefinition one field behave as a graviton while the other has purely algebraic equation of motion and is therefore not propagating. This gives us a general principle allowing us to construct metrical theories which are modification of Einstein gravity but still carry only two degrees of freedom. This principle extends the analysis of [17] where a similar mechanism was studied in the context of a scalar (dilatonic) auxiliary field.
Our work overlapp with [18] which appeared during the completion of our project and reached some conclusions similar to ours, althought without giving the details of the effective action.
II. URTBANKE METRIC AND ON-SHELL CONNECTION
We start from an SU(2) BF theory
where A i j is a SU(2) connection and B i an SU(2) valued 2-form field. This action is quadratic in A. We can therefore integrate the connection field. The corresponding equation of motion is given by
This equation can be solved explicitely [19, 20, 21] and we will give a description of the solution in the next section. But before doing so we need to find a new parametrisation of the field B i . The main result we need is the fact known since Urbantke that an SU(2) valued 2-form determines uniquely a metric.
More precisely, given an SU(2) valued two form field B i µν we can define from it a 4-dimensional metric g µν and a 3-dimensional unimodular symmetric matrix h ij . Let us start by consider a densitized version of g, h denotedg,h and which are given byg
B i contains 3 × 6 = 18 components, the data h ij , g µν contains 9 + 10 = 18 + 1 components. This suggests that we can parametrize uniquely the B-field in terms of these data modulo one relation betweeng andh. As we will see this is indeed the case ifg µν henceh ij are non degenerate. In order to see this, it is convenient to denoteB
and to use the notation where B andB are treated as 4 by 4 matrices, with this notation we havẽ
We have the following Theorem g µν is a symmetric matrix which is invertible if and only ifh is invertible, moreover
Whenh is invertible then B i is a two form which is self-dual (resp. anti self-dual) with respect tog if det(h) < 0 (resp. if det(h) > 0) , that is
where ǫ = −sign(det(h)). Moreoverg is of Euclidean signature ifh is of Euclidean signature or of Kleinian signature ifh is of Lorentzian signature. Note that sinceh andg contains one ǫ tensor in their definition they do not transform as tensors but a densities. It is therefore convenient to introduce the tensor g µν and scalar h ij as follows
The constraint (9) imply that h ij is unimodular, det(h) = 1. The Urbantke metric (5) can be either Euclidean or Kleinian, so overall this leads to eight different sectors which labels: the different signature of g, wether B is self or antiself dual with respect to this metric and the overall sign of B → −B.
A. Proof
This theorem first appeared in [22] . We give here a algebraically simple proof of it. First lets recall that B andB are treated as 4 by 4 matrices. Since B,B are skew symmetric they satisfy the following key property
This is easily checked once one notice that the definition ofh ij involve a total antisymmetrisation over the 4 indices of a product of Bs. Thanks to the antisymmetry of B this can be written as a sum over two terms involving only an antisymmetrisation over 3 indices. Using this property it is direct to check that
One first verify that due to (12) , the LHS is totally antisymmetric in i, j, k the proportionality factor being determined by the definition (8) .
We now assume thath is invertible and denotesh ij its inverse and defines B i ≡h ijB j . One first establish from (12) that
where repeated index are summed over. Multiplying (13) on the left withB j we obtain, after a summation over j and using (14) , that
We can exchange the role of B withB and denotẽ
By the same token we obtain identities similar to (15)
We will also use the transpose of the first identity which reads B iBj =h ij + ǫ ijkgB k . From this we we can eventually check by a direct computation that
It is easier to first assume thath is diagonal to directly show this property (since in this caseB 1 B 2B3 = −B 3 B 2B1 , B 3B 3 = 1) and then that the equality is independent under conjugation ofh.
Therefore, one sees thatg is invertible if and only ifh is invertible and that we have the self duality relatioñ
Applying this self duality relation twice we obtain the identity
There are different discrete sectors which are related to each other either by a change of sign of B → −B in which caseg → −g andh →h or by a change of orientation ǫ µνρσ → −ǫ µνρσ in which caseg → −g andh → −h. It will be convenient to introduce the frame field e A µ associated with the metric
where η AB is a diagonal metric, whose eigenvalue are ±1 and which is either Euclidian or Kleinian (of signature (− − ++)), since det(g) > 0. The frame field orientation is chosen such that det(e) = √ g. Modulo the discrete degeneracy B → −B described above we can always choose to be in the sector where η 00 = +1 and we define the sign of det(h) to be −ǫ. The other sectors are related either by by a change of global sign of η AB . The identity (21) tells us that we can expand the B field in terms of self or anti-self dual components
where
+ is the 't hooft symbol which projects onto the space of self dual tensors. A direct computation shows that 1 4 σ a ǫABσ
where we have use that in the chosen sector η 00 = 1 and η 11 η 22 η 33 = 1. This implies that the signature of h is Lorentzian iff the signature of g is Kleinian as claimed. Moreover from these relation one sees that obtains that the field b is a three dimension frame frame field for the metric h ij and is unimodular:
B. Connection
We can now summarise the results of the previous section as follows: A general SU(2) valued two form B i can be equivalentely described in terms of a four dimensional frame field e . There are two main sector in which either η AB = (η 00 , η ab ) = diag(++++) or (η 00 , η ab ) = diag(++ −−). In each case the B i field can be uniquely reconstructed from these data modulo a fourfold discrete ambiguity parametrised by two signsǫ, ǫ = ±1:
with Σ a ± (e) ≡ 2 e 0 ∧ e a ± ǫ abc e b ∧ e c , a basis of self (or anti self) dual bivectors which satisfies
In each sector the data ǫ,ǫ, e A , b a is uniquely determined by B i modulo an SO(4) (resp. SO(2,2)) rotation acting on e A and an induced SO(3) (resp. SO(2,1)) self dual rotation acting on b a .
The purpose of this section is to give a solution of equation (4) . Such a solution has been provided a long time ago [19, 20] but we will need to give here an independent derivation of this solution. The advantages of our derivation is that we can express the connection as a linear sum of a gravitational spin connection and an additional one form. This decomposition will be essential for us in order to construct the effective gravitational description of SU(2) BF theory.
In order to solve (4) one first denote by b a i the inverse of the three dimensional internal frame field b i a (indices i, j, k denotes SU(2) indices carried by the B field while indices a, b, c are "internal " SU(2) indices. And we introduce the following connection
This connection is such that
Thus ω satisfy a condition of zero torsion. If ω was satisfying the additional metricity condition
then we could easily solve (30) since ω would just be the self dual part of the spin connection associated with e. More precisely 1 , given the spin connection γ solution of de
In our case the connection ω is non metric indeed what ω preserve is not
where η ij = diag(+ + +) is the SU(2) metric. Indeed
One has to be careful in our manipulation of indices, since we have two natural metric on the space of internal indices a, the flat metric η ab preserved by the spin connection γ ǫ and the frame metric b ab preserved by ω. In the following we denote byb ab the inverse of b ab and η ab the inverse of η ab . Unless explicitely specify we do not use a convention where upper indices are raised with respect to b ab or η ab . The only exception is the epsilon tensor since both metric are unimodular, we have
Moreover we denote
We want to show that there is a unique solution of the torsion + non metricity equations (30, 35):
where (ab) means symmetrisation. Suppose that ω = γ + ρ where γ is the spin connection and ρ is a one form. The zero torsion condition then reads 
where we have denotedΣ µν ca ≡ ǫ bcaΣ bµν . One multiply both sides of this equation with (ΣcΣ a g) νμ and use the identity following from (28) and its transpose, one getsΣ
Therefore
Thus ω = γ ǫ (e) + ρ with
is the unique solution of (30).
III. THE EFFECTIVE BF ACTION
We can now put back into the BF action the solution we just found. In order to do so and in order to avoid a notational cluttering we chose to work for the rest of the paper in the self dual sector where ǫ = +1 andǫ = +1. And we denote from now on Σ a ≡ Σ a + . The other sector can be worked out in exactly the same way After integration over the connection A the SU(2) BF action simply becomes
Now since ω = γ(e) + ρ we can expand S BF = S 1 + S 2 + S 3 as a sum of three terms
ǫ abc η cc F bc and R ab (e) is the self-dual part of the Riemman tensor:
The second term is given by
where we have integrated by part in the first equality and use the metricity condition d γ+ρ b ab = 0 in the second. Finally
In the rest of the section it is convenient to use a notation where internal indices of ρ are raised withb, i-e ρ ab ≡ ρ a cb
We can further simplify this expression by expanding ρ in terms of its symmetric and skew symmetric parts. Let us first look at
The first term is equal to zero since our defining equation for ρ is ρ ab ∧ Σ b = 0 and the second term is equal to zero also because
since det(b) = 1. Thus
Lets focus on the first term, using the notation of the previous section we can write it as
where (ηΣ)
We can similarly evaluate the second term
with (bΣ) ab ≡ ǫ abc bc c Σ c . Therefore overall one gets 
The SU(2) BF action can be written as a function of the metric g and scalar field
It is now easy to see that when b ab = η ab the theory reduces to Einstein gravity. Indeed the relationship between the self dual curvature tensor given here and the usual Riemman tensor is
IV. MODIFIED GRAVITY In [10, 11] a general class of gravity theories were obtained by adding to the BF action a term of the form
where Ψ ij is a traceles symmetric 3×3 matrix and Λ is a function of Ψ invariant under congugation that is it is a function of 2 variables x ≡
This can be written in terms of the metric and h field as
Since the dependence on Ψ is purely algebraic and does not contain derivative we can be integrated out. The equations of motion read
H is symmetric traceless. Therefore the action evaluated on-shell leads to a potential for h ij
where V (h) is an homogeneous function of h of degree one h ij ∂V
. This is essentially the Legendre transform of Λ, that is
Conversely, if one start from an arbitrary potential V we can definẽ
and reconstruct the function Λ entering (70) as the Legendre transform
Note that here we have expressed the potential in terms ofh ij = 
Since det(b) = 1 we can express the potential as an arbitrary function of b ab η ab = tr(h) andb ab η ab = tr(h −1 ). Moreover, as we have seen in the previous section the b ab behave as a field of mass dimension 1 so for dimensional reason the potential term should involve a mass scale. For instance if one look to a quadratic potential
In the limit M 2 → ∞ the potential term forces H = 0 hence h ij = η ij or b ab = η ab and we recover the case of usual gravity with a cosmological constant.
If one choose an arbitrary potential V (b) one therefore obtain an infinite family of deformation of classical general relativity. In the original references these deformation where dubbed "non-metrical". Our analysis shows however that such deformation can be given a purely metrical interpretation: Suppose that we integrate the b field out by solving its equation of motion the theory that we obtain is an effective theory which depends only on a metric and which is invariant under diffeomorphism. For a generic potential this effective theory is not general relativity, it is a theory that contains an arbitrary number of higher derivative and curvature terms as we will see more precisely in the next section. This is in general a non local theory of the metric.
From this perspective, what is remarkable is the statement that the theory still possess only two degree of freedom even when the potential V is arbitrary. This has been shown in the Hamiltonian context using a canonical analysis [15, 16] which generalises the original Ashtekar analysis [5] . We would like to give now an understanding of this essential property purely from a metrical point of view.
V. PERTURBATION THEORY
In order to understand what are the local degrees of freedom associated with the theory associated with a a non trivial potential V we look at the fluctuations around a background solution. We will assume that the potential V is chosen such that b ab = η ab is still a vacuum solution. In order to linearised the action. we introduce the parameters e 
(77) To developp the perturbation theory we start from the expression of the linearised spin connection
The Einstein action at quadratic order is given by the Pauli-Fierz action −2 √ gR(g) ∼ S P F (h) where
with (∂h) ρ ≡ ∂ µ h µρ and h ≡ h µν η µν . The coupling term is given by
where σ µν a is (twice) the t'hooft tensor: σ µν a B µν = 2(B 0a +B 0a ) and ∂ µ a ≡ σ µν a ∂ ν . These derivatives satisfy the identity
and the tensor
is tranverse and traceless
Therefore if one define the tensor
we can give a canonical form to the quadratic action
The key point is that the quadratic kinetic term inb is exactly cancelled by the contribution from the quadratic expansion of (65). This means that the fieldb is non dynamical since the total 'modified gravity' action is given at quadratic level by
There are several remarks in order: The first one is that the 'modified' theory can be written as a usual gravity theory (at least at quadratic level) using the redefinition of the spin 2 field h →ĥ. In this version the fieldb enters purely algebraically and can be integrated out. So the modification of gravity that is obtained in pure gravity is a mere field redefinition.
When one couple the theory to matter fields this field redefinition becomes relevant since the theory obtained by adding the coupling h µν T µν differs from the theory obtained by adding the couplingĥ µν T µν . If the coupling of matter is obtained via h as then the theory is indeed modified but what is modified is not really gravity by itself but the way matter couple to gravity.
The second remark concerns the fact that if matter coupling is via h we can integrate out the b field since we are working in the quadratic approximation. This integration modify the gravity kinetic term, we obtain a non local effective action which differs from the Pauli-Fierz form. The transverse traceless mode acquire a kinetic term of the form
The modification due to the presence of a non trivial potential term is important only for ultraviolet modes p 2 α. The propagator is given by
and the modification is rendering the ultraviolet problem even worse. We can see that at this quadratic level the modification amounts to add on top of the usual newtonian potential a contact term V (x) ∼ 1 α δ 4 (x). The third remark concerns the fact that the cancellation of the kinetic term for the b field is in agreement with the claim made in [15, 16] that the modified gravity theory contains as many degrees of freedom as usual gravity. the non metric fields b are indeed non propagating at least at the quadratic level. This can be understood from the fact that the action (67) without the Potential term is just SU(2) BF theory. This theory possess an extra topological symmetry labelled by an SU(2) valued one form field φ 
VI. GENERALISATION
Finally, it is interesting to note here that the mechanism at work, which allows to deform gravity while keeping the same number of degree of freedom can in fact be generalised. What we need is to introduce a new field which couple to the metric in a covariant way while substracting a kinetic term for this new field which insure that this field is in fact not propagating, and leads to purely algebraic equations of motion for this field. Such a mechanism in the context where the additional scalar field is a scalar has already been proposed and studied in [17] . Here we illustrate this general procedure in the case the additional field is a spin 2 field π µν . Lets consider the following Lagrangian
R is the Einstein tensor. Such lagrangian where studied in [23] in the context of massive gravity and describe a coupling of a spin two massless field to gravity. The variation with respect to g is given by
We need to choose a kinetic term for the spin two field, and we take a covariant version of the Pauli-Fierz Lagrangian
(91) If one add to this action a potential term
which has a minimum around π µν = 0. Then one can check that if one look around the quadratic fluctuation around a solution of Einstein equation g µν =ḡ µν + h µν the action possesses only one propagating graviton. In fact, we can redefine the fluctuation fieldĥ µν ≡ h µν + π µν such that the total action is the Pauli-Fierz action forĥ plus a purely algebraic action for π µν . Therefore, as in the previous case, the field π is not propagating, and the theory possesses only two propagating degree of freedom, despite the fact that after integration of the field π this is a non local action for the metric g. This property comes from the fact that we have precisely tuned the parameter in front of the Pauli-Fierz action. In the previous case this tuning was protected by the extra topological BF symmetry.
